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Cutting Instructions
Side Setting
Triangles
Corner Setting
Triangles

A

2 – 18 1/8” squares

B

2 – 9 3/8” squares

Sashing

C

36 – 12 ½ x 2 ½”

Sashing posts

D

24 – 2.5” squares

Border

E

7—2.5” WOF strips

Backing
Binding

4 1/8 yds (40” wide)
2 1/8 yds (108” wide)
½ yard

Congratulations on finishing all your blocks! Let’s get them sewn into a quilt!
Cut Square A on both diagonals to create four triangles.

Make eight side setting triangles

Cut Square B in half on the diagonal to create two
triangles.

Make four corner setting triangles

Referring to layout, piece together rows of quilt.
(If you press your row seams towards sashing strips,
you’ll get easy-to-nest seams when it comes time to
sewing block rows to sashing post rows.)

Trim edge sashing posts to line up with straight edges of
quilt.

Piece all seven Fabric E strips together into a “super
strip.”

SIDE BORDERS
Measure quilt top from top to bottom along middle line
to determine length of side borders. Cut two pieces of
this measurement from pieced Fabric E “super strip.”
Mark halfway point on both side edges of quilt with pins
and on cut Fabric E side border strips. Then mark
halfway between ends and halfway points (1/4 and ¾
points) on both with pins. Match these together and
pin as needed before sewing.

TOP AND BOTTOM BORDERS
With two side borders attached and pressed, measure
quilt top from side to side across the middle to
determine the length of the top and bottom borders.
Cut two strips of this measurement from remaining
Fabric E “super strip.” Attach is same manner as you did
for the side borders.

Your quilt top is finished! Good job!
Quilt and bind as desired and enjoy the labors of a good
year’s work!
Thanks for sewing along, and enjoy your quilt!

Make sure to use the correct hashtags so we can see your quilt!
#crystalquiltersbom #sewmanystarsquilt
Sew Many Stars Quilt Pattern: Finishing
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